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participation in this webinar by completing and submitting the Attendance 

Affirmation/Evaluation after the webinar. 

A link to the Attendance Affirmation/Evaluation will be in the thank you email 

that you will receive immediately following the program.

For additional information about continuing education, call us at 1-800-926-7926 
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hand column on your screen.  

• Click on the tab labeled “Handouts” that appears, and there you will see a 

PDF of the slides for today's program.  

• Double click on the PDF and a separate page will open.  
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Kim C. Stanger
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This presentation is similar to any other legal education 
materials designed to provide general information on 
pertinent legal topics. The statements made as part of the 
presentation are provided for educational purposes only. 
They do not constitute legal advice nor do they necessarily 
reflect the views of Holland & Hart LLP, Duane Morris LLP, 
or any of their attorneys other than the speakers. This 
presentation is not intended to create an attorney-client 
relationship between you and Holland & Hart LLP or 
Duane Morris LLP. If you have specific questions as to the 
application of law to your activities, you should seek the 
advice of your legal counsel.
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Overview

Kim

• HIPAA overview

– Penalties for noncompliance

– Covered information

– Covered entities and business 

associates

– Limits on use or disclosure of info

– Requirements for covered 

entities and business associates

• Other laws affecting 

disclosures of health info

Sean

• HIPAA exceptions that allow 

disclosures, e.g., 

– Healthcare operations

– Authorizations

– Court orders or warrants

– Subpoenas

– Administrative proceedings

– Law enforcement

– Required disclosures

– Others
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Written Materials

• Office for Civil Rights FAQ, Use of PHI for Litigation Purposes, available at 
https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/faq/704/may-a-covered-
entity-use-protected-health-information-for-litigation/index.html.  

• Stanger, HIPAA:  Responding to Subpoenas, Orders and Administrative 
Demands, available at https://www.hollandhart.com/hipaa-responding-
to-subpoenas-orders_and-administrative-demands

• Stanger, HIPAA Disclosures to Law Enforcement, available at 
https://www.hollandhart.com/hipaa-responding-to-subpoenas-
orders_and-administrative-demands. 

• Stanger, Checklist for Valid HIPAA Authorization, 
https://www.hollandhart.com/valid-hipaa-authorizations-a-checklist 

• Stanger, HIPAA:  Released of Information v. Authorization, available at 
https://www.hollandhart.com/hipaa-releases-of-information-per-request-
or-authorization 

• Stanger, Charging Patients for Copies of Their Records, available at  
https://www.hollandhart.com/charging-patients-for-copies-of-their-
records-ocr-guidance
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Health Insurance Portability and 

Accountability Act (“HIPAA”)

• 45 CFR 164

– .500:  Privacy Rule

– .300:  Security Rule

– .400:  Breach Notification Rule

• HITECH Act

– Modified HIPAA

– Implemented by HIPAA Omnibus Rule
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HIPAA Civil Penalties

Conduct Penalty

Did not know and should not have known of 

violation

• $114 to $57,051 per violation

• Up to $1,711,533 per type per year

• No penalty if correct w/in 30 days 

• OCR may waive or reduce penalty

Violation due to reasonable cause • $1,141 to 57,051per violation

• Up to $1,711,533 per type per year

• No penalty if correct w/in 30 days

• OCR may waive or reduce penalty

Willful neglect,  

but correct w/in 30 days

• $11,182 to $57,051 per violation

• Up to $1,711,533 per type per year

• Penalty is mandatory

Willful neglect,

but do not correct w/in 30 days

• At least $57,051 per violation

• Up to $1,711,533 per type per year

• Penalty is mandatory

(45 CFR 160.404; see also 74 FR 56127)



HIPAA Criminal Penalties

• Applies if employees or other individuals obtain or disclose 

protected health info from covered entity without authorization.

Conduct Penalty

Knowingly obtain info in violation of the law • $50,000 fine

• 1 year in prison

Committed under false pretenses • 100,000 fine

• 5 years in prison

Intent to sell, transfer, or use for 

commercial gain, personal gain, or 

malicious harm

• $250,000 fine

• 10 years in prison

(42 USC 1320d-6(a))
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Enforcement

• State attorney general can bring lawsuit.

– $25,000 fine per violation + fees and costs

• In future, individuals may recover percentage of penalties.

• Must self-report breaches of unsecured protected health info

– To affected individuals.

– To HHS.

– To media if breach involves > 500 persons.

• Possible lawsuits by affected individuals or others.
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HIPAA Application
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When Does HIPAA Apply?

HIPAA applies if:

• Using or seeking protected health information

• On behalf of or from an entity to whom HIPAA 

applies, i.e., 

–Covered entity, or

–Business associate of a covered entity

➢Not all health information.
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Protected Health Info

• Protected health info (“PHI”) =

– Individually identifiable health info, i.e., info that could 
be used to identify individual

– Concerns physical or mental health, health care, or 
payment

– Created or received by covered entity in its capacity as a 
healthcare provider or health plan

– Maintained in any form or medium, e.g., oral, paper, 
electronic, images, etc.

• Not de-identified information.
(45 CFR 160.103, 164.514)
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De-Identified Info

• “De-identified” info, i.e., remove certain identifiable info
– Names
– Dates (birth, admission, discharge, death)
– Telephone, fax, and e-mail
– Social Security Number
– Medical Record Number
– Account numbers
– Biometric identifiers
– Full face photos and comparable images
– Other unique identifying number, characteristic, or code

PHI 

protected 

by HIPAA
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Covered Entities

Covered Entities =

• Health care providers who engage in certain electronic 

transactions.

– E.g., physicians, nurses, therapists, hospitals, clinics, labs, etc., 

etc., etc.

• Health plans, including employee group health plans if:

– 50 or more participants; or

– Administered by third party (e.g., TPA or insurer).

• Health care clearinghouses.
(45 CFR 160.103)
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Business Associates

Business Associates =
• Entities that create, receive, maintain, or transmit PHI on behalf of a covered 

entity to perform:

– A function or activity regulated by HIPAA (e.g., healthcare operations, 
payment, covered entity function).

– Certain identified services (e.g., billing or claims management, legal, 
accounting, or consulting services).

• Health information organizations and e-prescribing gateways.

• Data transmission companies if they routinely access PHI.

• Data storage companies (e.g., cloud computing, off-site storage facilities) 
even if they do not access PHI or data is encrypted.

• Covered entities acting as business associates.

• Subcontractors of business associates.

(45 CFR 160.103)
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Business Associates

Common Business Associates

• Lawyers

• Accountants

• Consultants

• Data storage companies, 
including cloud service 
providers.

• Data processing companies

• Document destruction 
companies

• External IT support

• Software vendors

• Others?

• Not expert witnesses

Not Business Associates

• Entities who are not receiving 
PHI to perform function for a 
covered entity or the covered 
entity’s business associate.

• Employees

• Workforce members

• Persons whose access is 
incidental only, e.g., janitor, 
plumber, etc.
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Covered Entities, Business Associates, 

and Subcontractors

Covered Entity 
(“CE”)

BAA

Business 
Associate (“BA”)

BAA

Subcontractor

CE / BA 

responsible 

for business 

associate 

agreement

BA / Sub 

responsible 

for business 

associate 

agreement

Healthcare provider, 

health plan, or 

clearinghouse

Creates, receives, 

maintains or transmits 

PHI for covered entity

Creates, receives, 

maintains or transmits 

PHI for business 

associate 20



HIPAA Requirements:

Covered Entities
• May not use or disclose PHI unless have:

– HIPAA exception allowing use or disclosure, or

– Have either:

• Valid HIPAA authorization, or

• Patient request to disclose the info to a third party.

• May limit use or disclosure to the minimum necessary.

• Must implement safeguards to protect PHI, including 
safeguards required by the HIPAA security rule.

• Must execute business associate agreements (“BAAs”) with 
business associates.

• Must self-report breaches of unsecured PHI to affected 
individuals, HHS, and media in some cases.

(45 CFR part 164)
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HIPAA Requirements:

Business Associates

• Must execute business associate agreement (“BAA”).

• May not use or disclose PHI in a manner that:

– Violates BAA.

– Violates HIPAA if done by the covered entity.

• Must limit use or disclosure to the minimum necessary.

• Must implement safeguards to protect PHI, including must 
comply with HIPAA security rule requirements for e-PHI. 

• Must self-report breaches of unsecured PHI to the covered 
entity.

(45 CFR part 164)

➢ Must comply with HIPAA requirements applicable to business 
associates even if there is no BAA.
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Patient Rights

• Notice of Privacy Practices.

• Request restrictions on use or disclosure.

– Beware agreements that would restrict use.

• Access or obtain copies of info.

– Patient has right to have info sent to third party.

– May only charge reasonable cost-based fee.

• Amendment of info.

• Accounting of disclosures of info.

– Must log improper disclosures and certain other disclosures, 
including disclosures for law enforcement, court order, per 
subpoena, etc.

(45 CFR 164.520 et. seq.)

Business 

associates 

must help 

covered entity 

comply
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Personal Representatives

• Under HIPAA, treat the personal rep as if they were the 
patient.

• Personal rep may exercise patient rights, including:

– Authorize disclosure.

– Exercise patient rights.

• Personal rep = persons with authority under state law to:

– Make healthcare decisions for patient, or

– Make decisions for deceased patient’s estate.
(45 CFR 164.502(g))
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HIPAA Security Rule

• Risk assessment

• Implement safeguards.

– Administrative

– Technical, including 

encryption

– Physical

• Execute business 

associate agreements.
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Protect ePHI:

• Confidentiality

• Integrity

• Availability



Encryption

• Encryption is an addressable standard per 45 CFR 164.312:

(e)(1) Standard: Transmission security. Implement technical 
security measures to guard against unauthorized access to 
[ePHI] that is being transmitted over an electronic 
communications network.

(2)(ii) Encryption (Addressable). Implement a mechanism to 
encrypt electronic protected health information whenever 
deemed appropriate.

• ePHI that is properly encrypted is “secured”.

– Not subject to breach reporting.

• OCR presumes that loss of unencrypted laptop, USB, mobile 
device is breach.
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Communicating by E-mail or Text

➢General rule:  must be secure, i.e., encrypted.

• To patients:  may communicate via unsecure e-mail or 

text if warned patient and they choose to receive 

unsecure.
(45 CFR 164.522(b); 78 FR 5634)

• To covered entity, business associates, or others:  must 

use secure platform unless otherwise authorized.
(45 CFR 164.312; CMS letter dated 12/28/17)
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Cannot disclose PHI outside court 

even though patient has gone public

Physician group 

pays $125,000 

for disclosing 

PHI to reporter 

after patient 

contacted local 

TV station to 

complain.



Cannot disclose PHI to media even though 

there are allegations against patient

Medical center 

pays $275,000 

after disclosing 

PHI to reporter 

re patient’s 

alleged 

Medicare fraud



Cannot disclose PHI 

even if info is already public

Health system 

pays $2.4 million 

for disclosing 

patient’s name in 

press release 

after patient was 

arrested for 

fraud.
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HIPAA disclosure pathways

• Generally applicable

– Patient request

➢ 45 C.F.R. 164.502(a)(1)(i)

➢ 45 C.F.R. 164.524

– Patient authorization of third party

➢ 45 C.F.R. 164.502(a)(1)(iv)

➢ 45 C.F.R. 164.508
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Patient Request for Medical Records

• Patients have the right to request copies of most medical records, whether in paper or 
electronic form. 45 C.F.R. § 164.502(a)

• Requestor must be patient, patient’s parent or guardian, or caregiver (with patient’s 
permission). 45 C.F.R. § 164.502(g)

• Request must be made in writing

• Providers required to keep HIPAA records for six years. 45 C.F.R. § 164.105(c)(2) (state law 
may require longer)

• In limited cases the provider may refuse the request
(e.g., mentally ill patient at risk of self-harm)

• Potential more rigorous accounting of disclosures may be requested in future. See e.g. 45 
C.F.R. § 164.528
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HIPAA and Litigation

• Litigation-specific disclosure pathways

– Subpoena or other discovery order

– Court or administrative order

• Reminder: In all cases, must follow the more restrictive of HIPAA or applicable state law—HIPAA is a floor, not a 
ceiling.

Citation:  45 C.F.R. 164.512(e) (“Disclosures for 
Judicial and Administrative Proceedings”)
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Guiding Standard: Minimum Necessary
• The covered entity or business associate must make 

reasonable efforts to limit protected health information to 

the minimum necessary to accomplish the intended 

purpose of the use, disclosure, or request.

• In litigation:

– does not apply when used by or disclosed to the patient

– does not apply to disclosures or uses pursuant to § 164.508 authorization

Citation:  45 C.F.R. 164.502(b) (“Standard: Minimum 
Necessary”)
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Litigation-Specific Pathways

• HIPAA permits disclosure for judicial or administrative proceedings

• In response to 
– A court order or order of an administrative tribunal

– “a subpoena, discovery request, or other lawful process”

• Without court order, provider must receive “satisfactory assurance” 
that “reasonable efforts” have been made to
– “ensure” that the affected patient has been given notice; or

– Secure a “qualified protective order”

• Provider may disclose without court order by itself making 
reasonable efforts to provide notice to patient

Citation:  45 C.F.R. 164.512(e) (“Disclosures for Judicial and 
Administrative Proceedings”)
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Four Scenarios

• Patient is a party, provider is a party

• Patient is a party, but provider is not

• Patient is not a party, provider is a party

• Neither patient nor provider are parties
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When patient is a party

• Patient is plaintiff and requests own records

• Patient and provider both parties

– Patient has placed medical condition in question – waiver

– Still may need and can obtain authorization for provider to use records
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When patient is a party but provider is not

• Opposing party seeks patient’s medical records from non-party 

provider

– Typically through subpoena

– Provider should insist on patient authorization

– If not, inform patient of subpoena and obligation to produce records if 

subpoena not quashed

– Move to quash subpoena
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HIPAA Authorization

• Describe information to be disclosed

• Who authorized to disclose

• Who authorized to receive

• Purpose of disclosure

• Expiration date or event

• Signed and dated by patient

• Must include statement re right to revoke, potential for 

disclosure by recipient

45 C.F.R. § 164.508
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Statements Required for Effective Authorization

The patient must affirm knowledge of:

• The right to revoke the authorization

• No conditioning of care, payment, or coverage on the authorization

• The potential for redisclosure

Citation:  45 C.F.R. 164.508(c)(vi)(2)
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When patient(s) not a party

• Most difficult case

• May arise in variety of contexts

– Malpractice (records of all other patients who had this procedure)

– Business torts (records of all patients who were told disparaging 

comments)

– Contract claims (list of all patients treated in violation of non-

competition agreement)

– Records of others bitten by neighbor’s dog     
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When patient is not a party

• If provider is a party  

– Request for Production of Documents from adverse party

– Court Order

• If provider not a party

– Subpoena

– Court Order

• Could be seeking records of multiple patients
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HIPAA – Without Authorization

• 45 C.F.R. 164.512(e)

• Permits disclosure in response to 

– Court or administrative order

– Subpoena

• If certain requirements are met
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Qualified Protective Orders

Order of court or administrative tribunal OR stipulation that:

• No other disclosure or use for any purpose other than the litigation or proceeding for which 
the information was requested

• Return or destroy disclosed protected health information at the conclusion of the litigation or 
proceeding

Citation:  45 C.F.R. 164.512(e)(1)(ii)&(v)
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“Satisfactory Assurance” regarding Qualified Protective Order

• Provider must:

– Written statement from requesting party and documentation 

demonstrating

➢ Parties to dispute have agreed to a qualified protective order and have 

presented it to court OR

➢ The requesting party has requested a qualified protective order from the 

court

– Make its own reasonable efforts to notify patient or seek qualified 

protective order

45 C.F.R. § 164.512(e)(1)(iv)
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Preparing Draft Qualified Protective Orders

• Be narrow or expansive depending on purpose

• Define who may review or have access to documents

• Specify that documents be labeled “Confidential” or similar
– If PHI is in electronic form, specify encryption requirement

• Include non-disclosure requirement 

• Require Receiving Party to certify in writing the return or secure destruction at the conclusion 
of litigation of all proprietary information (including PHI) 

• Seal the record
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Subpoenas

Provider needs “satisfactory assurance” of:

• Written notice to the patient

• Information about the case sufficient for raising an objection

• Time period for objection elapses (follow state law or court rules)

Citation:  45 C.F.R. 164.512(e)(1)(ii)(A)&(e)(1)(iii)
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“Satisfactory Assurance” regarding providing notice to patient

• Written statement from requesting party and documentation 
demonstrating

– Requesting party made good faith attempt to provide written notice to 
patient

– The notice included sufficient information to permit patient to object

– The time for patient to raise objections

45 C.F.R. § 164.512(e)(1)(iii)
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“Satisfactory Assurance” – How do you know?

• Provider must: 

– Receive satisfactory assurance from requesting party that reasonable 

efforts have been made to ensure that patient has been given notice 

of request

– Make its own reasonable efforts to notify patient or seek qualified 

protective order

45 C.F.R. § 164.512(e)(1)(iii)
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And then you wait…

• Patient must have time to object.

– Timing not set forth in HIPAA

– May be:

➢ State statute

➢ Court rules

➢ Case law 

• Provider must obtain confirmation that:

– No objections filed OR

– All objections resolved in favor of disclosure

45 C.F.R. § 164.512(e)(1)(iii)
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HIPAA – Without Authorization

• “Required by law” (45 C.F.R. 164.512 (a))

• Involving victims of abuse, neglect or domestic violence (45 
C.F.R. 164.512(c))

• Law enforcement purposes (45 C.F.R. 164.512(f))

• NOTE: These disclosures must comply with and are limited by 
requirements of law
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Court Orders

• Caution: Provider must release only the patient records or information “expressly 
authorized” by the court order

• Court order may be used to obtain additional protection

• Ability to review and redact portions not relevant to litigation

• Right to attend deposition and object to use of portions of medical records

• Notice and review of records to be filed with Court to permit objection or redaction

45 C.F.R. § 164.512(e)(1)(i)
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Appeals of Discovery Orders

• Federal Court only

• Perlman doctrine

– Perlman v. U.S., 247 U.S. 7 (1918)

– “a discovery order directed at a disinterested third party is treated as 

an immediately appealable because the third party presumably lacks 

a sufficient stake in the proceeding to risk contempt by refusing 

compliance”

– Permits 3rd parties to litigation opportunity for appeal before producing 

PHI records
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HIPAA “Loopholes”

• “Satisfactory assurance” 

– Not required to actually notify patient – just make good faith effort

– Not required to obtain a qualified protective order – just have presented to 
or requested from court
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Other Relevant Laws



Remember Other Laws

• HIPAA preempts less restrictive 

laws.

• Comply with more restrictive 

law, e.g.,

– Federally assisted substance 

abuse treatment program (42 CFR 

part 2)

– State drug and alcohol programs

– AIDS/HIV

– Mental Health

– Peer Review Privilege

P
ri

v
a
c

y
 P

ro
te

c
ti

o
n

More 
restrictive law

HIPAA

Less restrictive 
law
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Substance Abuse Treatment Records

• Applies to:
– Federally assisted substance use disorder programs

– Patient identifying info re substance use disorder

• Generally may not:
– Disclose info without patient’s consent, subject to limitations.

– Acknowledge that person is a patient.

• May disclose to “qualified service organizations” for legal 
services if have QSOA agreement.

• Patient consent for disclosure requires specific elements.

• Disclosure without consent generally requires both:
– Subpoena

– Court order authorizing disclosure.
(42 CFR part 2)
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Potentially Relevant State Laws

• Mandatory reporting statutes

• Provider-patient privilege

• Peer review privilege

• State laws protecting certain kinds of records, e.g., 

– Drug and alcohol treatment records

– Mental health

– AIDS/HIV

– Others?
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Questions?
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